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Legal Disclaimer

   It is required that you read this legal disclaimer section
carefully. If you have any doubts, get advice from legal,
financial, taxation, or other competent law practitioners. All of
the information provided here is meant to be incomplete and
should never be construed as a part of different contractual
arrangements.
 
   Our firm conviction is that the information provided in this
white paper is accurate and up to date and that all products,
services, technical architecture, token distribution, and
company timelines are correct and up to date. Furthermore,
these materials may have changed without notice and can
never be considered a signatory agreement of advice.
 
   No Advice: 

   This white paper does not obligate anybody to sign a contract
or make a legally enforceable commitment to contribute. This
white paper also does not constitute any form or part of any
opinion that can be construed as advice, or that can be used to
sell or solicit any offer by Trillions to purchase our token, nor
shall it be interpreted as a part of any effect that can be used in
the formation of a contract or an investment decision.
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Legal Disclaimer

   Compliance with Tax Obligations:

   Website users are entirely responsible for determining what
if any, taxes apply to their transactions. The Website's owners
or authors are not responsible for choosing which taxes apply
to commerce.
 
   Limitation of Liability:

   Onschain shall not be held liable for any loss or harm from
using this Website's material, including written material, links
to third-party sites, data, quotations, charts, and buy/sell
signals. Please remember the dangers and expenses of trading
assets on the financial markets (digital or otherwise). ICOs, in
particular, are one of the riskiest investing options. There's a
chance you'll lose your entire investment.
 
   Investment Risks:

   Trading cryptocurrencies have a high level of risk and is not
suited for all investors. You should carefully evaluate your
investing goals, level of expertise, and risk appetite before
trading cryptocurrencies, tokens, or any other digital asset.
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Onschain

   The world of finance is changing rapidly, and two of the most
exciting technological developments in recent years have been
blockchain and artificial intelligence (AI). While blockchain has
introduced a new way to securely store and transfer digital
assets, AI has revolutionized how we analyze data and make
decisions.

   At the intersection of these two technologies lies Onschain, a
new cryptocurrency project that aims to harness the power of
AI and blockchain to create a faster, more secure, and more
efficient system for transactions and data analysis. By
leveraging the decentralized nature of blockchain technology
and the data processing capabilities of AI, Onschain is poised to
revolutionize the world of finance, enabling seamless, low-cost
transactions and real-time data analysis.

   To expand the community, Onschain will concentrate on
several different factions and aim to bring them together.
Onschain will be subject to varying rules based on the section
they belong to (their rarity). Join our community to discover
more about Onschain, which offers art and multiple passive
income opportunities for everyone involved in this journey.
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Our Mission

   The mission of Onschain is to combine the power of
blockchain technology and artificial intelligence to create a
new, decentralized financial system that is faster, more
efficient, and more secure than traditional economic systems.
At its core, Onschain is designed to provide a seamless, low-
cost way for people to conduct transactions and exchange
value while enabling real-time data analysis to help individuals
and businesses make better decisions.

   By leveraging the power of blockchain technology, Onschain
can provide a decentralized system that eliminates the need
for intermediaries, reduces the risk of fraud, and ensures the
security of transactions. Meanwhile, by incorporating artificial
intelligence into its design, Onschain can provide real-time data
analysis to help individuals and businesses make better
decisions and stay ahead of the curve in an ever-changing
financial landscape.

   At Onschain, the future of finance is decentralized, and
blockchain technology and artificial intelligence will play a key
role in making this vision a reality. Our mission is to build a
system accessible to everyone, regardless of their location,
background, or financial status, and that empowers individuals
and businesses to take control of their financial future.
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Holding of ONS

20% of the Onschain will be accumulated and invested in
third-party top DAOs. We intend to make our project invest
in bit DAOs, the biggest DAOs.

Last but not least, ONS holders will have full commercial
usage rights over their NFTs, which can be held, sold, or
transferred at their own will.

  As a less resource-intensive solution to mining, holding is
used. It entails storing funds in a cryptocurrency wallet to
finance a blockchain network's protection and operations.
Holding is the process of securing cryptocurrencies to obtain
incentives. Investors can hold their cryptocurrency by validating
and holding ONS tokens on the exchange to maximize the
rewards. The more the investors hold on to the exchange and
invest in ONS tokens, the more they will be rewarded.

  Holders can earn incentives by holding and controlling their
digital wealth. Passive income for the beneficiary is the reward
of holding. 
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Holding Benefits

   It is advantageous in cryptocurrency as it generates rewards
by holding the coin on any exchange and generating passive
income. When an investor has a token and stakes the pool, it is
the easiest method in a decentralized world. There is sufficient
energy consumption and stumpy probabilities of risks while
staking than any crypto mining. Onschain coins are here for
you.

 Passive Income:

   Stakeholders earn incentives by holding and controlling their
digital wealth. Passive income for the beneficiary is the reward
of staking.

 More Cost Effective:

   Proof-of-stake blockchains are always inexpensive and less
energy-consuming platforms with no particular and expensive
hardware requirements. Unlike proof of work chains, PoS is
more cost-effective and eco-friendly. So, the stakes can earn
more passive income using the Smart Liquidity Onschain.
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Holding Benefits

   Scalability:

   In the Blockchain world, scalability is a concept that is often
used. It refers to a computational process's potential to be
used or generated in various ways. Proof of stake protocols, as
Onschain shows, higher transaction outputs and lower fees
make for greater scalability.

   Echo Friendlier:

   As Proof of stake, blockchains are fewer energy consumers
and more environmentally friendly. Thus, they have a lower
carbon footprint and have little or no environmental effects.

   Highly Secured with the help of Smart Contract:

   The biggest issue in the modern world is security and privacy,
and We provide a swift and stable portal backed by the
Onschain contract, making us superior to others. Onschain
contract offers users a highly secure and fast platform for
staking crypto.
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Building the Future

   Onschain is shaping the blockchain landscape with cutting-
edge technology and innovations. We transform business
processes by offering secure, fast, and scalable solutions. Step
into the digital economy of the future with Onschain!

 Mobile Payment Makes Easy:

   Industry dominance, established tech stack, tools, languages,
standards, enterprise adoption.

 Big Data Insights:

   You can trade & invest toekn oluta nobis est eligendi optio
cumque nihil impedit quo minus id quod maxime placeat
magni dolores.

 Security Your Money:

   We protect user data and emo enim ipsam voluptatem quia
voluptas sitaut odit aut fugit, sed quia conseq ur magni dolores
aspernatur.
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Why Choose ONS?

 Open for Global Participants:

   An added benefit of ONS coin use is that it’s completely
decentralized so that p2p trading can be done freely across
borders. Technology will facilitate a financial revolution that will
leave everyone more financially connected, empowered, and
enabled. Onschain has no frame, so these can be used
anywhere you are located globally. This also has a significant
effect on international payment fees. 

 The Efficiency of Payment Transactions:

  Standard transfers and foreign purchases typically involve
fees and exchange costs. Since ONS transactions have no
intermediary institutions or government involvement, the
prices of transacting are kept very low. Additionally, any
transfer happens very quickly, eliminating the inconvenience of
typical authorization requirements and wait periods.
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Why Choose ONS?

   Fast and Secure:

   ONS is different because of its potential features of security,
privacy, transparency, blockchain technology, Farming, lending,
P2P trading, and the NFTs marketplace.

   We created a platform using artificial intelligence to connect
people through transparency.

   Strong Security:

   We are built and maintained to the highest security practices
to protect our users and their funds. We provide private and
secure proprietary technology applications (apps) and
decentralized exchange with its encrypted communication
platform.

   Free from Corporate and Government Interference:

   Our coin transactions have no intermediary institutions or
government involvement, and the costs of transacting are kept
very low. Additionally, any transfer happens quickly, eliminating
the Inconvenience of specific authorization and waiting period
requirements.
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Token Details

Contract Adress: 0x57FC32015c09eF510584648b89BfE42642CD2d76
Token Name--------------------------------------------------------------Onschain  
Symbol-----------------------------------------------------------------------------ONS
Total Supply-----------------------------------------------------21,000,000 ONS
Network-----------------------------------------------------------------------BEP-20
Decimal------------------------------------------------------------------------------18  
Minimum Purchase-----------------------------------------------------100 USD
No. of Tokens for Initial Distirubition--------------------8,400,000 ONS

   Onschain Pre-Sale has three stages. Each Pre-Sale Round
period is 15 days. After Pre-Sale, ICO Progress will start. ICO
progress will have ten stages. Each ICO Round period is 15
days. After that, Private Sale will start. Private Sale has three
stages. Each Round period is 15 days. 

   After the sales process is complete, there will be distribution
and exchange listing.
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ONS Swap

   A decentralized trading platform on Onschain will be added,
satisfying the need for fully decentralized payments. Innovative
global business connects Onschain making it easy and
convenient to secure and process transactions, breaking any
user-touchable space close to the future world of the dominant
cryptocurrency; ONS Swap guarantees outstanding speed
token processing and low transaction fees so that the
community can easily connect. Onschain is an easy, fast, and
secure exchange creating an entirely new ecosystem, built to
facilitate a crypto derivative market where traders have access
to various trading and investment instruments, enabling a
highly liberating, strategic, low-risk, and seamless trading
experience in a truly decentralized way. Onschain is going to
launch its decentralized exchange (ONS Swap).

   You can exchange crypto with ONS Swap in your Private Key
Wallet or Trading Account. Exchanging from your Private Key
Wallet provides you with the benefits of a non-custodial, on-
chain trade settlement. Swapping from your Trading Account
provides faster payment and no network fees.
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ONS Tokenomics

   Onschain's Tokenomics is configured by Chat-GPT-4 for
longevity and has been carefully thought through by the team.
It enables it to accumulate value for all token holders in the
ecosystem. The structure allows the platform to adapt to new
opportunities and similar challenges, strongly emphasizing that
it drives community growth.

In�t�al
D�str�but�on

40%

Platform
Rewards
20%

Reserve
Funds
14%

Team
10%

Market�ng
10%

Adv�sors
6%
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Roadmap

Q
3 2024

DESIGN
Releas�ng of Onscha�n Wh�tepaper
Bu�ld�ng the Roadmap 
Plann�ng of development phases
Development of Onscha�n ICO
Launchpad

LISTING
Development team vot�ng event
Wh�tepaper update
L�st�ng on a b�g exchange

PRIVATE SALE
Seed �nvestment round
Creat�ng DAO �nfrastructure
Enlargement of the techn�cal
comm�ttee

NFT MARKETPLACE
Development toolk�t
Bu�ld�ng the Onscha�n NFT market
Market�ng Phase 3 Implementat�on
Analys�s of Onscha�n ads publ�shers
feature

LIVE
Creat�on of the Onscha�n Web 1.0
Deploy�ng smart contracts
Market�ng Phase 1 �mplementat�on
Start�ng to Pre-Sale

2023

Q
1 2023

Q
2 2023

Q
1 2024

Q
2 2024

Q
3 2023

Q
4 2023

Q
2 2024

LAUNCH
Onscha�n Def� swap Launch
Bu�ld�ng a stak�ng platform
Development of L�qu�d�ty pool
feature �nto the Onscha�n

ICO
Start�ng to ICO
Market�ng Phase 2 �mplementat�on
Announcements of new partnersh�ps

BLOCKCHAIN
Pr�vate test-net launch
Consensus opt�m�zat�ons
Shard�ng opt�m�zat�ons
Proof of concept

2024
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